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Newactive speaker from Tangent designed by Jacob Jensen Design
As anatural extension to the radio series Tangent Fjord design by Jacob Jensen,Tangent now introduces a new single unit active stereo speaker
solution in thesame timeless design.
TheTangent Fjord stereo speaker has easy connectivity to Apples iPhone and iPodthrough the incorporated dock as well as a line in for TV, PC, MP3,
mobilephones and other sound sources.
Tangent,the award-winning audio manufacturer from Denmark, has seen a market need forstylish sound solutions at affordable prices and hence
paired with Jacob JensenDesign as their design partner for the Fjord series.
TangentFjord combines the minimalistic design of Jacob Jensen Design with Tangentssuperior technology and stereo sound. The result is a unique
and sculpturalcombination of form and function.
Sound forears and eyes
Choosing asound solution for your home has until now often meant a compromise between technicalfeatures, acoustic performance, ease of operation
and aesthetic quality. Withthe launch of Tangent Fjord, this compromise is eliminated for the first time,allowing you to bring home an active speaker
that satisfies demanding ears andcritical eyes.
TangentFjord is a small active speaker with a big sound and easy connectivity. Itappears as a minimalistic sculpture in the home, inviting operation all
by itself.The high-quality materials make Tangent Fjord a physical expression for thesatisfaction we experience, when quality in all aspects makes
form and functionunite on a higher level.
Artworkwith content
UnderTangent Fjords sculptural exterior and inviting operation, Tangentswell-known and uncompromising technology resides. Tangent has succeeded
inintegrating a certified iPhone docking solution (Made for iPhone). The popularmulti-function phone can thus be connected directly to the active
speaker. Thisplaces high demands on the technical abilities of the manufacturer, and withTangent Fjord, Tangent has once again proven that they are
able to compete withthe worlds best when it comes to modern audio technologies.
Enhanceyour sound experience
Why settlewith the standard sound from flat screen TVs and computers, when you in astylish manner can upgrade the sound. Just connect the Fjord
active speaker andenjoy the full sound experience as it was intended.
The stereospeaker can be placed very flexible on a shelf or table or even mounted on thewall with the included bracket. The stereo speaker is
controlled with theIncluded remote, which is small and handy and made in matching design withblack and silver colours.
Availableby end November 2011
Tangent Fjord active speaker will beavailable by the end of November 2011, at a dealer near you. While individualprices may vary, the suggested
retail price is AUD 499.00
Specifications
System: Stereo
System output: 2x7 watt RMS
Speaker: Full range, bassreflex cabinet
Frequency response: 100 Hz 20 KHz
Dimensions (HxWxD): 180x170x170 mm
Input: AUX 3,5 mm
Features: iPod/iPhone dock, remotecontrol, bracket for wall mounting.
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AboutTangent
In audio circles, Tangent is known forproducing loudspeakers, CD-players, radios, and other audio products withexcellent sound and design quality.
With more than 50-year experience withinsound, their products have time and time again been crowned as winners ofinternational tests. Most recently,
the Tangent Quattro internet radio wasdescribed by the Financial Times as simply outstanding.
AboutJacob Jensen Design
For more than 50 years, Jacob JensenDesign has been known for ultramodern and minimalistic design, changing ourperception of how a music

system could look as far back as the 1960s.
Jacob Jensens timeless design forBang & Olufsen achieved the status of international classics, and isrepresented with 16 creations in the permanent
collection of the Museum ofModern Art (MoMA) in New York. It was therefore a natural step in Tangentsdevelopment to cooperate with one of the
uppermost representatives for audiodesign and Scandinavian design in general.
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